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Abstract: It is a significant issue for network carriers to immediately restore telecommunication services when a disaster occurs. A wired and wireless network cooperation (NeCo) system was proposed to address this problem. The goal of the NeCo system is quick and high-throughput recovery of telecommunication services in the disaster area using single-hop wireless links backhauled by wired networks. It establishes wireless bypass routes between widely deployed leaf nodes to relay packets to and from dead nodes whose normal wired communication channels are disrupted. In the previous study, the optimal routes for wireless links were calculated to maximize the expected physical layer throughput by solving a binary integer programming problem. However, the routing method did not consider throughput reduction caused by sharing of wireless resources among dead nodes. Therefore, this paper proposes a nonlinear bypass route computation method considering the wireless resource sharing among dead nodes for the NeCo system. Monte Carlo base approach is applied since the nonlinear programming problem is difficult to solve. The performance of the proposed routing method is evaluated with computer simulations and it was confirmed that bandwidth division loss can be avoided with the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

The world is often stricken by catastrophic disasters, e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes, and tsunamis [1,2]. In recent years, telecommunication services are indispensable for both emergency responders and civilians to perform disaster-response operations and confirm the safety of their families and friends. However, it is also often disrupted in disaster period. In particular, wired networks are sensitive to disasters because of fiber cable disconnections [3]. Wired network systems including passive optical networks (PONs), which prevail among today’s access networks, are employed to provide fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) services and backhaul and fronthaul for cellular networks [4]. Therefore, it is a significant problem for network carriers to restore telecommunication services in the disaster-stricken area as soon as possible. Furthermore, considering the rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT) applications [5], the fault tolerance of optical networks is also essential for stably forwarding big sensor data [6,7].

A conventional approach for the quick recovery of optical networks is to employ redundant systems [8–10]. Since their target is restoring local systems, redundant systems are not strong candidates for the disaster recovery where wide range of failures must be dealt with. It has been considered that wireless network technologies can provide alternative communication means over a wide area to compensate failures of wired networks. Most existing schemes to recover communication services have focused on deploying multi-hop wireless networks in the disrupted area due to the
A use of portable mobile base stations was investigated in [14]. A wireless multi-hop backhauled network powered by renewable energy was developed in [15]. The use of solar power was conceived to provide energy to networks disrupted by disasters [16]. With these schemes, wireless networks can be flexibly deployed to restore telecommunication services in a wide area. However, it was a significant problem that they lack promptness because they are deployed after disaster occurs. In addition, the achievable throughput of wireless links is basically in inverse proportion to the number of hops to the destination in wireless mesh networks [17]. Thus, a recovery scheme that can achieve both quick-recovery and high-throughput was required.

Furthermore, hybrid architectures such as wireless-optical broadband access network (WOBAN) [18,19] and fiber-wireless (FiWi) networks [20,21] have been investigated to ensure the robustness of optical networks. In these architectures, wireless routers are extensively deployed, and they compose mesh networks in the front-end of PON systems. Traffic disrupted by failures in optical networks is rerouted via the wireless mesh network in the front-end. These architectures are possible candidates for improving the survivability of optical networks against disasters. However, there exist concerns about cost and throughput. That is, deploying a huge number of wireless routers is troublesome and expensive for network operators; it is difficult to place and maintain numerous routers in a wide area. Moreover, the reduced hop length is preferable to assure higher wireless link throughput because it rapidly falls with the increase of hop counts [17].

To address this problem, the wired and wireless network cooperation (NeCo) system was proposed [22–24]. It can immediately establish high-rate single-hop wireless bypass links between widely deployed leaf nodes to relay packets to and from dead nodes whose normal wired communication channels are disrupted by a disaster. The optimal routes are calculated to maximize the expected physical layer wireless transmission rate. However, the previously proposed routing method did not consider throughput reduction caused by sharing of wireless resources among dead nodes [25]. When multiple dead nodes are bypassed to the specified alive node, their transmission rates are expected to decrease due to sharing of limited spectral resources. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel bypass route computation method considering the wireless resource sharing. Since it modifies the objective function to a nonlinear programming problem, a Monte Carlo based approach is employed for easily solving the problem.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model with brief summary of previous proposal. Section 3 presents the newly proposed nonlinear routing method. Section 4 shows computer simulation results. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. NeCo System

This section introduces the previously proposed NeCo system, on which the proposal in this paper is based. First, the system overview and recovery sequence is explained in Section 2.1. Then, the bypass routing method is described in Section 2.2.

2.1. Overview

The purpose of the NeCo system is to quickly recover communication services after a disaster. Figure 1 depicts the concept of the NeCo system. The root nodes are installed in central offices. They are connected to core networks to forward traffic to/from the Internet. The leaf nodes are widely deployed to provide access services such as FTTH and mobile, and they are connected to the root nodes using optical networks. The topology of optical networks can be point-to-point and point-to-multipoint including PON. Each leaf node establishes a logical connection called control channel with a controller which is installed in a remote server. In normal periods, as shown in Figure 1a, leaf nodes send/receive traffic to/from the root nodes via the optical networks. When a disaster occurs, wireless bypass routes are established between alive nodes and dead nodes whose normal communication channel is disrupted, as shown in Figure 1b.
The recovery sequence of the NeCo system is shown in Figure 2. The controller periodically checks the states of leaf nodes using keep alive messages. When a traffic disruption occurs, the controller detects it and the state of the leaf node becomes dead. Then, all leaf nodes activate their wireless communication function which is deactivated in normal periods. The dead nodes broadcast wireless connection requests to other leaf nodes. The alive nodes report the reception power of the received signals to the controller. Utilizing acquired information on the reception power, the controller computes the optimal wireless bypass routes to maximize the throughput. It indicates the computed results to the alive nodes. Following the indication, they send connection requests to designated dead nodes. Consequently, dead nodes can recover communication to core networks using the established bypass routes.

Figure 1. Concept of the NeCo system: (a) normal period; and (b) after disaster.
The bypass route calculation was formulated as a linear programming problem in the previous study. Here, we summarize the formulation in the previous study [23] to clearly explain the proposed method of this paper in the next section. The objective of the routing is to maximize the total expected throughput of bypass routes. The definition of used variables are the following. $i$ and $j$ denote the identifiers for the leaf nodes. A binary parameter $y_j$ represents the state of $j$-th node; if $j$-th node is alive $y_j = 1$ is satisfied, and otherwise $y_j = 0$. A binary parameter $x_{i,j}$ denotes the state of wireless link between $i$-th and $j$-th nodes; $x_{i,j} = 1$ means that $i$-th node is connected to $j$-th node, and $x_{i,j} = 0$ otherwise. The achievable physical layer wireless transmission rate between $i$-th and $j$-th nodes is denoted as $d_{i,j}$, which is decided by the reception power between them. In the case of $i = j$, $d_{i,j} = 1$ is defined. There is a limitation of the number of wireless links connected to an alive node at the same time; $A_j$ denotes the maximum number of nodes linked to $j$-th node. It should be pointed that the achievable bandwidth decreases in accordance with the number of bypass links to the same alive node. This is because the wireless bandwidth is shared among them. Based on the definitions above, the bypass route computation is formulated as:

$$\text{Max} \sum_i \sum_j x_{i,j} d_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

s.t.

$$y_j = x_{j,j} \quad \forall j$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$y_j d_{i,j} - x_{i,j} \geq 0 \quad \forall i, j$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\sum_j x_{i,j} \leq 1 \quad \forall i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$\sum_i x_{i,j} \leq A_j + 1 \quad \forall j$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$x_{i,j} = 0, 1$$

The objective function formulated in Equation (1) is to maximize the total expected physical layer transmission rate of established bypass routes. To ensure that there is no bypass route for an alive node, $x_{i,j} = 1$ is defined for $y_j = 1$ in Equation (2). A dead node can be connected to an alive
and reachable node; $i$-th dead node can be linked to $j$-th node that satisfies $y_j = 1$ and $d_{ij} > 0$ as formulated in Equation (3). Establishing multiple wireless links from a dead node is not considered; the maximum number of bypass routes for a dead node is one (Equation (4)). The constraint for the maximum number of dead nodes connected to an alive node is formulated in Equation (5).

With this formulation, the total expected physical layer wireless link rate is maximized based on the signal reception power between leaf nodes. This linear programming problem is easy to solve, however, it does not consider the division loss in throughput due to the shared wireless bandwidth among multiple dead nodes connected to the same alive node. When multiple dead nodes are linked to the same alive node, the achievable throughput is reduced more than the expected value calculated in the formulation above. This throughput degradation would become non-negligible if $A_j$ is set to a large value.

3. Proposed Routing

This section describes the proposed routing method. First, the concept is introduced in Section 3.1. Second, Section 3.2 describes the formulation. Then, the detail of routing algorithm is elaborated in Section 3.3.

3.1. Concept

This paper proposes a routing method considering the shared wireless bandwidth among multiple dead nodes. The formulation described in Section 2.2 is modified to a nonlinear programming problem. With the proposed routing method, better bypass routes with higher throughput can be found even if overlapped routes increase with the previous method.

3.2. Formulation

The objective function is total expected throughput observed in alive nodes. It is defined as the physical layer wireless transmission rate determined by the reception power and the bandwidth sharing. Generally, multiple access is performed in time or frequency domains which are limited spectral resources (bandwidth). When several dead nodes are bypassed to the specified alive node, their respective achievable transmission rate decreases. A key modification to the previous objective function in Equation (1) is to consider the bandwidth division by $\sum_i x_{ij}$. Thus, the nonlinear programming problems is:

$$\text{Max} \sum_i \sum_j x_{ij} d_{ij} \sum_i x_{ij}$$ (6)

s.t.

$y_j = x_{ij} \quad \forall j$ (7)

$y_j d_{ij} - x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \forall i, j$ (8)

$\sum_j x_{ij} \leq 1 \quad \forall i$ (9)

$\sum_i x_{ij} \leq A_j + 1 \quad \forall j$ (10)

$x_{ij} = 0, 1$

3.3. Algorithm

A nonlinear programming problem is difficult to solve with a general solver which can efficiently solve linear programming problems. Thus, in this paper, we employ a Monte Carlo based approach to solve the nonlinear problem. First, the initial bypass routes are chosen by random selection considering the constraints. In the random process, the occurrence probabilities of each route are proportionally
distributed as their reception powers. Let $p_{i,j}$ denote the probability that $x_{i,j} = 1$ is satisfied in this random selection. $p_{i,j}$ is formulated as

$$p_{i,j} = \begin{cases} \frac{y_j d_{i,j}}{\sum_j y_j d_{i,j}} & (\sum_j y_j d_{i,j} > 0) \\ 0 & (\sum_j y_j d_{i,j} = 0) \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

In Equation (11), $p_{i,j} = 0$ means that $i$th node cannot connect to $j$th node with a wireless link. This is caused by two conditions: (a) $j$th node is also dead, which is denoted as $y_j = 0$; or (b) the reception power of wireless transmission between these nodes is too weak, which is denoted as $d_{i,j} = 0$. If either of the two conditions is satisfied, $y_j d_{i,j} = 0$, $p_{i,j} = 0$. If $y_j d_{i,j} = 0$ is satisfied for all $j$, $p_{i,j}$ is defined as 0, as shown in the second case of Equation (11).

With this approach, the routes with larger reception power are more likely to be selected. Based on the selected routes, the objective function is calculated. Then, the bypass routes are randomly selected again. After a certain number of iterations, the best routes that maximizes the objective function are selected.

The procedure of the proposed method is described in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, $M$ denotes the number of iterations and we define $\mathcal{P} = \{p_{0,0}, p_{0,1}, \ldots\}$ and $\mathcal{X} = \{x_{0,0}, x_{0,1}, \ldots\}$.

Algorithm 1 Route calculation algorithm.

1: $\mathcal{P} \leftarrow \text{GetProbability}()$
2: $c \leftarrow 0$
3: while $c < M$ do
4: \hspace{1cm} $\mathcal{X} \leftarrow \text{GetRoute}()$
5: \hspace{1cm} $f \leftarrow \text{GetObjectiveFunction}()$
6: \hspace{1cm} if $f > f_{\text{Max}}$ then
7: \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} $f_{\text{Max}} \leftarrow f$
8: \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} $\mathcal{X}_{\text{best}} \leftarrow \mathcal{X}$
9: \hspace{1cm} \hspace{1cm} $c \leftarrow c + 1$
10: \hspace{1cm} $\mathcal{X} \leftarrow \mathcal{X}_{\text{best}}$

4. Computer Simulation

The performance of the proposed routing method was evaluated through computer simulations. This section describes the results of performance evaluation.

4.1. Simulation Condition

4.1.1. Transceiver Definitions

General simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Wireless network simulator thoroughly follows the IEEE802.11ac specification [26] assuming that can be mounted on nodes at low cost. Each node is assumed to employ 4.97 GHz band for outdoor use [27] and have a single omni-directional antenna commonly used for transmission and reception. Transmission power is set to 23 dBm with 40 MHz bandwidth and antenna gain is assumed to be 13 dBi gain to enable long distance communication. The simulation is event-driven [28,29]. It proceeds per 1 µs step, and detailed procedures are implemented: exponential backoff, data packet transmission with acknowledge (ACK) response, carrier sense, collision detection and retransmission. Each node works in a distributed manner and avoids co-channel interference via carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. One of key parameters is the transmission duration $T_{tx}$ depending on physical layer (PHY) level transmission rate. Suppose short guard interval (GI) and low density parity check (LDPC) code in 1500 bytes packet length, values of $T_{tx}$ according to respective modulation and coding scheme (MCS) parameters can be derived as summarized in Table 2. Its detailed formulation can also
be seen in [25]. Since all nodes are in carrier sense range, request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) handshakes are not used to prevent throughput performance reduction from unnecessary overhead. RTS/CTS is not always the reasonable way to establish the stable communication in a distributed manner. It is proven that throughput performance of Basic mode outperforms RTS/CTS mode when the number of wireless nodes in contention is not so large [30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>4.97 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System bandwidth</td>
<td>40 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireless interface</td>
<td>IEEE802.11ac [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS/CTS</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of antenna</td>
<td>1, Omni-directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of channel</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of spatial stream</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guard interval length</td>
<td>Short: 400 nsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
<td>23 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna gain</td>
<td>13 dBi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td>Free space propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson origination,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log-normal distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>UDP Packet: 1500 bytes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average: DL: 20, UL: 3 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load ratio DL:UL = 6:1 [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. MCS parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MCS Index</th>
<th>Rx Level [dBm]</th>
<th>Tx Rate [Mbps]</th>
<th>Mod. Order</th>
<th>Coding Rate</th>
<th>(T_{tx} [\mu s] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>−79</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>−76</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>−74</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>−71</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>−67</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>−63</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>−62</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>−61</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>−56</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>256QAM</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>−54</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>256QAM</td>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2. Channel and Traffic Models

Wireless nodes or their antennas are installed at the top of buildings to ensure long-range communication even in the disaster situation. In this case, line-of-sight (LoS) propagation channel can be expected and this fact was validated in our past experimental studies [33]. Free space propagation model is assumed in the evaluation. Considering simplicity and visibility are the subjects of this study, shadow fading is not considered; reception power directly depends on the distance between wireless nodes. Shadow fading, i.e., long-term fluctuation of received signal power, cannot affect our proposed solution since it attempts to connect nodes by use of signal strength. If shadow fading attenuated some of the propagation links, it is excluded from the routing candidate. In [24], we considered shadowing effect but the effectiveness of our proposal has been unchangeably confirmed. This assumption does
not lose generality. From above settings, the achievable transmission rate versus transmission distance can be derived, as shown in Figure 3.

Traffic model follows a Poisson origination. The number of data packets per session is determined at random based on the log-normal distribution. Its mean value is 20 packets for downlink (DL) and 3 packets for uplink (UL) [31]. Here, downlink flow is defined as the transmission from the alive node to the dead node. The ratio of the total offered load of downlink to uplink is set to 6:1 [32]. User datagram protocol (UDP) traffic is assumed but considering bidirectional traffic can imitate transmission control protocol (TCP) as well. We then focus on medium access control (MAC) level performance. Occurred packets are queued into the buffer dedicated for each destination node with a first-in first-out (FIFO) manner. Subject of the throughput calculation is only successfully received packets at the receiver.

4.1.3. Evaluation Metrics

This paper observes two performance metrics: system throughput and average delay. System throughput \( \Gamma \) (bps) is defined as aggregated MAC level throughput for all packet transmissions successfully delivered to a destination. It is expressed as,

\[
\Gamma = \frac{1500 \times 8 N_{rx}}{T_{sim}}
\]

(12)

where \( N_{rx} \) and \( T_{sim} \) represent the total number of received packet and simulation period, respectively. A 1500 bytes data packet size is assumed. Average packet delay \( T_{delay} \) is then defined as,

\[
T_{delay} = \frac{1}{N_{rx}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{rx}} (T_{rx,k} - T_{buf,k})
\]

(13)

where \( T_{buf,k} \) is the instant when the \( k \)-th packet is buffered to the transmission node and \( T_{rx,k} \) is the instant when the packet is successfully received. Simulation is carried out for \( T_{sim} = 120 \) s which ensures a good convergence.
4.2. Simulation Results

4.2.1. Fundamental Analysis in Simplified Topology

Prior to the verification of the proposed formulation, the effectiveness of the concept using simplified topologies is first validated. The following provides two routing conditions, as shown in Figure 4.

Case 1: Shared link. All dead nodes are connected to one alive node.
Case 2: Possessive link. Each node is connected to one alive node.

Transmission rate of each link is 150 Mbps. Figure 5 shows the system throughput performance versus offered load and Table 3 summarizes saturated values for each cases. As expected, possessive connection in Case 2 exhibits better system throughput value than the shared connection in Case 1 and its improvement is 12.5%. Case 2 is also effective in terms of average MAC level delay performance, as shown in Figure 6. It implies that system capacity can be enhanced by around 5 Mbps under the specified delay constraint.
Figure 5. Aggregated MAC level throughput in simplified topology.

Table 3. Saturated throughput values in simplified topology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturated throughput value [Mbps]</td>
<td>41.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Average MAC level delay in simplified topology.

Its detailed behavior can be observed in Figure 7 and Table 4, which breakdowns downlink MAC level delay for each dead node. In this case, offered load is 38 Mbps, which is the region just before the system capacity reaches the saturation point. As shown in Figure 7 and Table 4, delay values of all nodes are significantly reduced by 60% or more. In the downlink transmission in Case 1, network performance strongly depends on random backoff behavior of the alive node solely. If collision occurs in succession, backoff time cumulates and all nodes should be in standby state. When the link connection is established as in Case 2, random backoff functionality is dispersed and thus we can expect statistical multiplexing effect to avoid such accumulative standby state. Not only does this enhance the maximum throughput, but it can also improve transmission delay even in the lower offered load region. Thus, this fundamental analysis validates our concept and approach.
Figure 7. Downlink MAC level delay for each node in simplified topology (38 Mbps offered load).

Table 4. Summarized delay values in simplified topology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node index</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2. Practical Scenario in Random Topology

Based on the above fundamental and fine results, the following examines the effectiveness of the proposed approach in more practical scenario where nodes are deployed at random. In this experiment, there are 20 leaf nodes in a 10-square kilometer area. Their positions are randomly determined, and the state of each node is randomly set as alive or dead. Upper limit of wireless connection $A_j$ is set to 4. Resultant topology and routing is shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 only plots alive/dead nodes for visibility and compares following three cases.

(a) Previous method
(b) Proposed nonlinear method—Case 1: sparse alive nodes
(c) Proposed nonlinear method—Case 2: dense alive nodes

Evaluation focuses on the 5th–8th dead nodes which are connected to the same alive node with the previous method (Figure 8a). The proposed method successfully avoids selecting overlapped alive node. Meanwhile, in Case 1, the 5th, 7th, and 8th nodes are forced to connect to distant alive nodes and their achievable throughput values are reduced (Figure 8b). Figure 9 shows system throughput performance with offered load. Its saturated values are also visualized in Table 5. Unfortunately, throughput value with the proposed scheme in Case 1 is reduced by 11.4%. It is because the objective function in Equation (6) is based on achievable PHY level transmission rate, however, practical MAC level behavior is imposed by framing overhead, as shown in Table 2. Actual throughput performance in MAC level is worse than expected. (For example, focusing on MCS indices of 0 and 1, PHY rate is doubled but the transmission duration $T_{tx}$ cannot be halved.) When alive nodes densely exist, as in Case 2 (Figure 8c), such unfavorable condition can be avoided. The 5th, 7th, and 8th nodes are connected to nearby alive nodes with keeping satisfactory link connectivity. It can achieve improved system throughput performance compared to the previous method by around 2.8%. Figure 10 plots average MAC level delay performance. Proposed method with Case 2 can also outperform the previous method, whereas Case 1 shows inferior delay characteristic. Removing shared bypassing with firm connectivity normalizes transmission opportunity among dead nodes and it can alleviate excessive standby state for the 5–8 nodes. Improving delay performance accordingly enhanced system capacity, that is, maximal throughput value.
Figure 8. Simulated topology and routing results.
Figure 9. Aggregated MAC level throughput in practical topology.

Table 5. Saturated throughput values in practical topology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Previous</th>
<th>Proposed—Case 1</th>
<th>Proposed—Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturated throughput value [Mbps]</td>
<td>48.89</td>
<td>50.24</td>
<td>43.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement/Degradation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>−11.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Average MAC level delay in practical topology.

Above observation can be verified by Figure 11 and Table 6 plotting average delay for each dead node at 40 Mbps offered load. In Case 1, all delay performances were deteriorated. Data transmission in bypass links for the 5th, 7th, and 8th nodes takes a long time due to lowered achievable rates; it dominated other nodes to prevent their transmission. This performance reduction can be compensated if available alive nodes exist near these dead nodes, as in Case 2. Depending on the network topology, the previous method sometimes causes reduced throughput due to the bandwidth sharing. Nevertheless, the proposed nonlinear routing can resolve such unfair situation while keeping improved system throughput compared to the conventional one.
Figure 11. Downlink MAC level delay for each node in practical topology (40 Mbps offered load).

Table 6. Summarized delay values in target nodes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Index</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay [sec]</td>
<td>Previous</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed—Case 2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Discussion

A realistic network topology differs with areas or countries, and various types of disasters can strike various types of network topologies. Thus, it is difficult to predict the generality of dead/alive node distribution. As disclosed above, our proposed scheme may not effectively work depending on network topologies, especially for alive nodes distribution. Such unfavorable condition is expected to be avoided by further modification of objective function in Equation (6). One possibility is to weight its denominator with considering MAC overhead. A simpler approach is to provide some constraints to avoid disagreeable bypassing, e.g. prohibit connecting far alive nodes. These approaches may however require intensive parameter tuning according to packet structure of each flow, network topologies and their link connectivities. It could open up new knowledge as well as solutions, and will be further investigated as our future work.

Another approach to improve the performance of the proposed system in any condition is using additional recovery nodes, as we previously investigated [23,24]. This depends on the demand distribution in the disaster area because the node distribution is determined by the demand distribution for the telecommunication services. For example, in sparsely distributed areas where no alive node is located nearby, an isolated leaf node cannot establish a bypass route. To overcome this limitation, our previous proposal is to deploy additional/temporal recovery nodes in the same way as other leaf nodes. They are normally disabled to reduce power consumption, and are initiated after a disaster. Recovery nodes can dramatically increase the options for bypass routes when they are deployed in areas even where the leaf nodes are sparsely distributed. The number and location of recovery nodes can be optimized with our scheme in [24] considering the relationship between the improvement of throughput and cost. Even if the network topology is similar to Case 1, it can be improved to be similar to Case 2 using recovery nodes. Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed routing in this paper is still meaningful for any network topology.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a nonlinear bypass route computation method for the NeCo system which achieves both rapid recovery and high throughput using wireless bypass routes backhauled by wired
networks. The goal of the proposed method is to address the issue of previously proposed routing method, which is the throughput reduction caused by the wireless resource sharing among dead nodes. That is, if bypass routes of multiple dead nodes overlap, their transmission rates are expected to decrease because of sharing of limited spectral resources. To address this issue, the proposed method considers the shared wireless bandwidth in the route calculation. It was confirmed through simulative analysis that the proposed routing method can avoid bandwidth division loss if several alive nodes are located nearby. The proposed approach can be a valuable means in large-scale network to keep higher throughput even in partially collapsed situation.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

NeCo Network Cooperation
PON Passive Optical Network
LoS Line-of-Sight
CSMA/CA Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
PHY PHYsical layer
GI Guard Interval
LDPC Low Density Parity Check
MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme
RTS Request-to-Send
CTS Clear-to-Send
DL Downlink
UL Uplink
UDP User Datagram Protocol
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
MAC Medium Access Control
FIFO First-In First-Out
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